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The HE, TE, AE and NMIF flags of the SH7785 DMAC have the following note. 

 

[S

[W

ummary] 

As for the half end flag and transfer end flag in channel control register (CHCRm.HE and CHCRn.TE, m=0 to 3, 6 to 9, n=0 

to 11) and the address error flag and NMI flag in DMA operation register (DMAOR0/1.AE and DMAOR01.NMIF) in the 

SH7785 DMAC, when reading these flags while they are just setting to 1, the read out value of the corresponding flag is 0, 

but the internal state of this operation may become same as read out 1. If writing 0 to the corresponding flag after this case, 

it is equivalent to write 0 after reading the corresponding flag is 1, as a result, the corresponding flag is cleared to 0 

unintentionally. 

 

orkaround] 

  When using corresponding flag, not to clear the flag unintentionally, it is necessary to read and write by the following 

procedure. When writing register that has the corresponding flags, write 1 to the flag bit except clearing the flag explicitly. 

Clearing the corresponding flag explicitly, write 0 to the flag bit after reading out 1. Writing 1 to the corresponding bit does 

not affect the value of the flag. 

  Note that, when not using corresponding flag, it is no problem to write always 0 (Clearing the corresponding flag explicitly, 

write 0 to the flag bit after reading out 1). 

- End of Text - 
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